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Huge numbers of birds were killed.
Reasonable figures around the 1830s
record that 4,000 gannets and 12,000 fulmars were killed in one season. One writer
reports 89,600 puffins killed in 1876 but
this is likely to be an exaggeration because
slaughter on that scale would have decimated the bird population, something that
seems not to have happened. Indeed, the
St Kildans would have been careful to avoid
over-exploitation of this important source
of food. Thousands of eggs were also collected, some of them preserved in peat ash.

s t. k i l d a
a w or l d u n to i t s e l f
by Nick Aitken

above: Looking down from Conachair, beyond the scree to the crescent of the Village Street. Army
buildings lie nearest the sea. Note the profusion of enclosures and drystone cleits.
left: The “consumption” wall, or dyke, leads through the meadow in front of the houses down to
the sea. The island of Dun in the background is separated from Hirta by a narrow passage and is
inhabited only by seabirds.

The native population was evacuated in
August, 1930. Today, most of the people
on Hirta are seasonal conservation workers
and scientists, apart from a skeleton staff
who look after the radar station, more of
which later. There is no record of a permanent settlement ever having been on any of
the other islands in the group.

Islands are fascinating.
Often remote from the mainland, they foster unique lifestyles
which stimulate the outsider’s imagination to picture an alluring
utopia of harmony and cooperation. The hard, cold facts of island
life, however, seldom live up to such idealistic yearnings. The story
of life on the islands of St. Kilda is a case in point.
St. Kilda is a small archipelago 40 miles west of the Hebridean island
of North Uist. It is one of Scotland’s most remote island groups and,
except for the remote uninhabited crag called Rockall, the furthest
west. The archipelago consists of the main island of Hirta, the
smaller islands of Soay, Dun and Boreray, the magnificent sea stacs
of Stac an Armin (644 feet high) and Stac Lee (564 feet) and the
smaller rock called Levenish (203 feet). There are other smaller
rocks and stacs, each magnificent in their own right.
Hirta is approximately two and a half miles long and two miles wide
with spectacular cliffs around most of the periphery. The island is
part of the remains of an extinct volcano system and is roughly ‘H’
shaped with Glen Bay to the north and Village Bay to the south.
Conachair is the highest point on Hirta, towering 1407 feet above
the highest sea cliff in Britain. The hills combine to produce a rolling
landscape with many sheltered corners and exposed slopes.
Recent archaeological research, including the discovery of a stone
tool ‘factory,’ indicates that Hirta may have been occupied as early
as 5,000 years ago.
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Evidentially there never was a saint named
Kilda; the word is said to derive from a
Gaelic or Old Norse word for a well. Such a
watering place would be important to the
sea-going Norsemen.

on subsistence agriculture supplemented
with seabirds and eggs. At the appropriate
season, the islanders would go down the
cliffs on the end of long ropes made from
horsehair, sheep hide or manila fiber and
collect eggs or harvest the young gannets,
fulmar chicks and puffins. Feathers were
exported for use in mattresses. Oil from
the fulmar’s stomach was collected and
exported to the mainland where it was
prized for medicinal purposes.
St. Kildans sitting on the village street, 1886.
photo: the National Trust for Scotland

In their pursuit of the birds and their eggs,
St Kildans demonstrated remarkable agility
on the cliffs and sea stacs; there were
deaths, certainly, but bearing in mind the
risks taken, comparatively few. At a rocky
promontory called ‘’The Lovers’ Stone,’’
young men could prove their skill and
impress the girls by balancing on one foot
at the end of a rock hundreds of feet above
the sea. Custom demanded placing one
foot in front of the other, then bending
over and holding both clenched fists in
front of the forward foot.
The islanders also ate mutton, beef, grain
and dairy products, all local. Sheep milk
was used to make cheese. They attempted,
with varying success over the years, to
grow potatoes, cabbages and turnips to
supplement their diet. The islanders did fish
but there was little enthusiasm to develop a
fishing industry, partly because the island
did not have a proper pier until 1901.
St. Kildan lifestyle was little different from
any other island in the North Atlantic; they
were simply making the most of what
nature provided. To this day, in fact, the
peoples of the Faeroe Islands to the north-

The earliest written reference to Hirta is in a
charter dated 1346 granting ownership to
Clan Ranald. Since then written works
about St Kilda have increased exponentially. New books are still being published and
archeologists are uncovering more evidence
of past ages and adding to the knowledge
gleaned from 400 years’ worth of contemporary writings. This reflects how this
remote place continues to attract the interest of mainland folk. The Victorians were
especially enthralled with the idea that
Gaelic-speaking British citizens lived on a
distant speck of land in stone beehive structures, eating puffins boiled in their porridge
and holding a ‘parliament’ every morning
to allocate their work. These islanders’ lives
were as exotic to these mainlanders as any
to be found in the far-off mystic Orient.
The St Kildans led a simple lifestyle based
s t o n e x u s VII
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smaller rocks. This is not the strongest way
to use large slabs but it is the quickest way
to fabricate a length of wall. If the wall fulfilled its function, that was all that was
required, it was not important how it
looked and it would be no great trouble to
repair a section if it failed.

where winds of 198 mph have been recorded and the air is full of salt spray and rain.
The microclimate inside a cleit is ideal for
preserving produce or seabirds, or keeping
equipment or turf dry.

This souterraine may be up to 2000 years old and at one time part of a larger complex of buildings.
Its original function is lost in time, reputedly a place where fairies dwelt.

One large cleit is known as ‘Lady Grange’s
cleit.’ The husband of the lady in question,
a Scottish politician, organized her imprisonment on Hirta from 1734 to 1742. She
had threatened to reveal his anti-government activities during the 1715 Jacobite
uprising and he could no longer put up with
her violent tempers. Her presence on Hirta
is established fact, but it is unlikely she
inhabited this cleit.

west of St Kilda catch seabirds to supplement their diet and men from the Isle of
Lewis in the Scottish Outer Hebrides sail
some 40 miles to Sula Sgeir in the open
Atlantic to harvest young gannets.
In 1877, the Victorians began to operate
steamer cruises to St Kilda from Glasgow.
Naturalists and tourists were keen to see
this unique island and its people. The
islanders now had the opportunity to
increase their income by selling knitting,
tweed and souvenirs and demonstrating
their prowess on the cliffs. One islander set
up a mail order service for egg collectors.
Every tourist was anxious to visit the St
Kilda Post Office to buy and send postcards
with the local postmark on the postage
stamps.

In 1697, Martin Martin, an educated man
with first hand knowledge of the Scottish
Hebridean Islands, said of Hirta, ‘’The
whole island is one hard rock.’’ In actuality,
the Village Bay area consists of two rock
types, dolerite to the west and granite to
the east. When the village is viewed from
a distance, the variation in rock type is evidenced by the lighter shade of the structures on the east side of the village area.
There is an interesting mottled effect in the
middle where the structures consist of both
types of rock.

The flood of visitors in the summer months
must have reduced the independence of
the islanders, disrupted their work and
emphasised their remoteness during the
long stormy winters.
Many island communities develop stonework unique to their locality. The ‘beehive’
structures, for example, on Inishmurray and
Skellig Michael off the Irish coast confirm
man’s stubborn persistence to create habitations in an inhospitable environment.
For the visitor, the most striking feature
when approaching Village Bay, apart from
the relatively modern army buildings, is the
row of sixteen cottages, the long drystone
walls and the large number of stone ‘beehive’ shapes. These are over 1,200 cleits,
or drystone storage units, on Hirta. There
are possibly 200 more on the remotest cor-
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The best maintained cleits are around the
Village Bay area. These are the larger of the
type, up to 20 feet long, 4 feet wide and 6
feet high. Some have doors on the side, but
most have doors on the uphill end away
from the prevailing winds. Cleits beyond
the village area are usually smaller, two or
three feet wide, the same height and 10
feet long, probably used only for storage of
turf for the fire and seabirds or eggs. Door
openings invariably point uphill. There is
evidence of attachments for wooden doors
or slabs of rock nearby which could be used
to block the entrance. Many cleits in the
outer corners of Hirta are ruinous—almost
beyond repair.

Soay sheep. top: ewe and lamb, bottom: ram.
Originally confined to the neighboring island of
Soay, brought to St Kilda after the evacuation
of 1930.

ners of the other islands and sea stacs. A
cleit, in its simplest form, is two parallel drystone walls with one end open to form a
doorway and the other end curved and
buttressed against the weather. The roof,
whether corbelled or spanned with large
stone lintels, is covered with turf. The drystone construction keeps the wet out but
allows air to travel freely through the walls
and keep the interior dry. This is most
important in a maritime climate like St Kilda

This fulmar chick looks cute but he will protect
himself by spitting strong smelling oil from his
stomach.

The sequential history of St. Kildan structures is often difficult to interpret because
stone was commonly recycled. One old
map of Hirta shows three churches in the
Village Bay area. These churches are now
gone and their stone dispersed. One of
these might have been the original home of
an incised cross found on one cleit roof lintel and another on a quoin stone on the
frontage of one of the cottages. Lintels and
flat slabs were valuable and would not go
to waste.
The highest recorded population on Hirta
was 180 in 1697, this figure represented
27 families. From then on, the population
This drystone wall 'consumed' much of the stone from the land in the foreground, making it viable
for agriculture. The backgound is full of stone structures from different eras.

Rock,
along with turf and driftwood, was the
most important building material. No trees
grow on Hirta. There is a tiny creeping willow but it is only of botanical interest.
Driftwood or wood transported to the
island was the only source of timber. As in
many Scottish island communities, the roof
timbers were the most valuable part of the
house; stone could easily be found for the
walls. In such a situation, corbelling would
be a natural development, careful stonework replacing timber as a way of bridging
the gap between stone walls

area, there are larger cleit-like structures,
which may have been the original dwellings
for ancient St Kildans.
In the bowl-shaped areas between the hills
of Conachair and Oiseval, behind the
Village area, there are a group of very fine
stone enclosures. Some of the walls are
built with small rocks carefully fitted
together. Other sections have large slabs
laid on edge, incorporated within a wall of

One of two incised stones probably recycled
from church buildings

This is an example of “the local style,” possibly rebuilt many times after stormy winters. The
chunky granite lends itself to a rougher, efficient, style of walling. Many of these stones would be
cleared from the land for cultivation and to improve the grazing.

Three “consumption walls,” so called
because they “consumed” the stone as it
was cleared from the arable land or
removed from demolished structures, run
from the village street down toward the
sea. These walls are much wider than a
standard stone wall. They also provide
valuable shelter for crops and livestock.
The graveyard wall is quite remarkable;
about 220 feet in circumference, it is one of
the best built walls on the island. The simple gravestones stand crookedly among tall
grass and wild yellow iris.
Outside the head wall separating the lower
lying arable ground from the rough grazing
on the surrounding hills, there is a network
of smaller enclosures. These were used to
raise vegetable crops, safe from the strong
winds and marauding animals or to manage
the sheep. There was also an enclosure and
a house for the island’s bull. Within this
s t o n e x u s VII
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An opening in a wall blocked up with stonework: a common practice in the Hebrides.
The entrance may no longer be required or the stonework is in lieu of a gate,
wood being scarce.

This cleit is unique; the smaller structure to the left is accessed through a passage
at the back of the larger one.
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The corbelled interior of a cleit showing
roof construction with rocks used to their
full advantage. The corbelling allows
smaller rock to be used in the closing
off of the roof.

The construction may look less than stable but this building has stood the test of time
and survived many storms. The thatched roof is no longer but the stone walls remain.

The interior of a cleit, looking towards
the entrance: the roof shows the
large stone lintels, a building style
developed to take full advantage
of available materials.

One of the larger cleits, typical in its wet environment and wild iris.
The turf roof has luxurious growth which is often grazed by the Soay sheep.
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fluctuated with disease, immigration and
emigration but seldom exceeded 100 persons. When the inhabitants were evacuated
in 1930, there were only 36 inhabitants
remaining.

above: Using basic drystone techniques the stone from
the land was used to raise these sturdy structures. In
the background are the gables of houses built in the
1860's. They may have had more light and space than
the Blackhouses but were far more difficult to heat.

below: The interior of a blackhouse
built in the 1830's. With thick stone
walls and thatched roofs these provided
a snug shelter from Atlantic gales.

Small remote island populations are vulnerable to infection from outside. Whenever
visitors came ashore, there was every
chance that they would bring the common
cold, which could easily infect a population
with reduced immunity. Throughout the
world, this has various names but is often
called ‘the boat cold’ for obvious reasons.
Over the years, whooping cough, measles
and typhus had a greater effect on the
islanders than the mainlanders because of
their isolation. In 1727, St. Kilda’s population was reduced to 30 by a smallpox epidemic when the clothes of a native, who
had died of that disease on the mainland,
were returned home. The owners of the
island quickly boosted the population by
encouraging immigration from other
islands, perhaps with the offer of reasonable rents and, by the standards of the day,
a decent living.
Over the years, many infants died of tetanus when only a few days old. The cause
was eventually traced to poor postnatal
hygiene and the use of fulmar oil to daub
the umbilical cord. By 1891, the resident
nurse and the minister managed to improve
postnatal care and there were no more
deaths but, until then, this one disease had
a crippling effect on population growth.
Religion and church officials played a crucial part in St Kildan lives, sometimes for the
good, sometimes as a barrier to their
improvement. The Rev. MacKay (minister
from 1865-1889) had three services every
Sunday and other religious meetings
throughout the week. The Sunday services
would proceed even if an urgent cargo
required unloading. On the other hand, a
prior minister, the Rev. Neil MacKenzie
(minister from 1830-1843) worked hard to
improve the lot of his parishioners, urging
them to reorganise their agricultural system
and improve their housing. He helped build
the head wall, which separated the arable
ground from the rough hill ground and,
most importantly, during the 1830s, he
encouraged the islanders to build better
houses along the line of the current village
‘street’. These ‘black houses’ as they were
known considerably improved living conditions. The older houses were basically a
larger version of the cleits but the new type
had double stone walls with an earthen
core, windows and thatched roofs. An
open fire in the middle of the floor provided
cooking, heat and some light. Smoke
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escaped through a hole in the thatch.
As was common at the time, the cows were
overwintered at one end of the black
house. It is thought that the cow’s urine
gave a high ammonia content to the air,
which has antiseptic qualities and may have
helped sterilize the atmosphere and lower
the incidence of tuberculosis in this type of
house.
In recorded history, only the Village Bay
area of Hirta has been occupied. There are,
however, ruined structures near Glen Bay,
which suggest there may have been a permanent population there also. One of these
is known as the ‘Amazon’s House’ because
of the legend of a female warrior (although
it is more reasonable to assume they served
an agricultural purpose). These drystone
corbelled structures and semicircular enclosures were once used as summer shielings,
places where the sheep would be separated
Large stones have been used on the corner of
this drystone enclosure; despite the size of these
granite blocks a smooth finish has been achieved.
left: Abhainn Ilishgil or ‘the Dry Burn’, as it
passes through the Head Dyke. This stream
may be dry for weeks then fill up spectacularly
when it rains and water pours down the hillsides. ‘Burn’ is a Scottish word for a small stream.

from their lambs for the night but could be
kept close to them. This ensured a good
milking in the morning and a minimum of
distress for the lambs. These sheep were a
type of the Scottish Blackface, completely
different from the primitive Soay sheep,
which were restricted to the island of Soay
until 1932. The shieling system is common
in various forms throughout the world; it
takes advantage of summer pastures and
turns milk into storable foodstuffs, especially cheese, for the winter months.
In the village Bay area, there is a souterrain,
a subterranean structure, stone-lined with a
stone lintel roof, about 25 feet long, 4 feet
wide and 4 feet high. It is thought to be at
least 1,000 years old, making it one of the
oldest structures on Hirta.
Calum Mor’s house is another notable
structure. Calum was a local strongman
who reputedly built it in one day. It is
roughly circular, sunk into the ground and
built out of large stones, well corbelled.
Internally it measures approximately 15
feet x 9 feet. It is probably one of the original house types.
In 1860, a storm blew the roofs off many of
the black houses and the opportunity was
s t o n e x u s VII
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taken to build 16 new houses of stone and
lime mortar. These make up the ‘street’ we
see today. Originally they were roofed with
zinc but this was replaced with tarred felt.
The cows were then relegated to the structures built in the 1830s. The 1860s houses
may have been more hygienic and brighter
with the advantage of two rooms and fireplaces built onto the gables but the walls
and roof were thinner than the drystone
black houses, which made them draughty
and more difficult to heat.

was where the Factor, the owner’s agent,
would live during his annual visit to check
on the island, collect the rent and take
away produce.

Until the 1860s, the islanders had lived in
thatched drystone houses but several other
buildings were an important part of the
community. In the early 1800s, a two-story
store was built for storage of the wool,
tweed, feathers and other exports. It must
have been a fascinating sight for villagers
living as they did in old rough hovels. A
new church was built in 1830 and later, a
schoolroom was added to it. In the late
1860s, the Factor’s house was built. This

Communication between the island and the
mainland was always difficult. Frequent
attempts were made to organise a regular
postal service but this came to naught. The
St Kildans had their own boats but they
were not always well maintained, and a trip
of 65 miles of open sea to the nearest port,
Lochmaddy on North Uist, was a hazardous
undertaking.

IN VICTORIAN ENGLAND
there was a keen desire to learn more about
every corner of the Empire; this was abetted
by professional men and women with the
wealth and spare time to pursue their various
and wide ranging interests. Improvements in
printing and photography allowed the public
to experience any part of the world within
months of it being visited by the authors, thus
replacing oft-repeated myths and legends
with science and fact.
Naturalist Richard Kearton and his photographer brother, Cherry visited St Kilda in June
1896 and took many photographs of the
scenery, birds and the inhabitants. Their
book, ''With Nature and a Camera" (1897),
included chapters on St Kilda as well as others on poaching, duck decoying and photographic methods of the day. During World
War One and on to the evacuation in 1930,
St. Kilda was visited by many more photographers, even cinematographers, but the
Keartons were the first to provide an accurate
pictorial account of what life on St. Kilda was
like. Their achievement is all the more remarkable because their cameras were fickle and
bulky compared to equipment of our own era.
This excerpt is from “A Camera on St Kilda,”
a 1978 reprint of ‘’With Nature and a
Camera’’(1897) by Richard Kearton, illustrated with pictures from photographs by Cherry
Kearton. The reprint was published by
Melvin Press, Inverness.

These buildings were constructed of stone
and lime mortar with slate roofs, a vast
improvement on the islanders’ houses. We
must note that these buildings were for
trade and religious purposes, built by those
who wished to influence the islanders in
one way or another.

In the event of emergencies, communica-

“For nine months in the year the inhabitants
of St Kilda are doomed to an utter ignorance
of the doings of the outer world unless some
stray fishing smack should, under favourable
conditions of wind and tide, venture to drop in
and see them.

tion was attempted by means of the St
Kilda ‘mailboat.’ A message was put into a
sealed box, attached to an inflated bladder,
then thrown into the sea, hopefully to drift
toward the mainland and be picked up.
This precarious and haphazard method was
used in 1877 to summon help when sailors
were shipwrecked on Hirta and straining
the food resources. Help arrived within a
month! This has now become a visitors’
tradition. Messages are place in replicas of
the original ‘mailboat’ and cast into the sea.
Some have been picked up within days on
the Scottish islands but others drift for
months before landing in the north of
Scotland or even Norway.
During the First World War, the Royal Navy
established an observation post on Hirta. A
period of relative prosperity followed with
employment and a reliable link to the outside world. In May 1918, a German submarine shelled the island, damaging the
Naval radio mast, the church, the manse,

The St Kilda Mailboat

When the natives now desire to send news of
any happenings on the island to their friends,
they cut a cavity in a solid piece of wood
roughly hewn like a boat, and, putting a small
canister or bottle containing a letter and
request that whosoever pick it up will post it
to its destination (a penny being enclosed in
the boat for that purpose), they nail a lid or
hatch over the cavity, with the letters of the
words ‘Please open’ crudely cut on the top of
it. To the boat is attached a bladder made
from a sheep’s skin, and the whole is cast into
the sea during the prevalence of a westerly
wind. I was assured that an average of four
out of six of these interesting little mailboats
are picked up either on the shores of Norway,
or Long Island, in the Outer Hebrides, and
their contents forwarded to the people whose
hands they are intended to reach.
As I had expressed a desire to hear from the St
Kildans during the winter by means of one of
their miniature mailboats, they dispatched one
containing three letters for me at eleven o’
clock on the morning of March 24th, during
the prevalence of a north-westerly wind. On
the 31st of the same month it was picked up
by a shepherd in a little bay at Vallay, North

the storehouse and two houses. One lamb
was killed. In response, the Navy installed a
4-inch gun, which has never been fired. Its
rusting barrel and the ammunition store are
all that remains in the village to commemorate the best years the islanders ever had.
The Navy left in 1919 and the population
drifted downhill until 1929-30 when it fell
to below 40 persons. Clearly, the St Kildan
way of life was not sustainable. Thirty-six
people were evacuated to the mainland on
29th August 1930; they left behind most of
their furniture, their dogs were destroyed
by drowning and their cats abandoned.
The livestock had already been shipped to
the mainland where they were sold for a
pittance. In a final irony, some of the
islanders were given jobs with the Forestry
Commission, working with trees, something they never saw on their native isle.
For the first time in centuries, there were no
sheep or cattle on Hirta. The only livestock
left on the archipelago were a few wild
Blackface sheep on Boreray and the primitive sheep on Soay. The Soay are an ancient
breed, possibly extant in Britain 5,000 years
ago but gradually replaced by larger breeds
that provided more wool and better meat.
While the Soay sheep were restricted to the
island of Soay, they were safe from crossbreeding. Occasionally a few would be
taken for their meat but the St Kildans
mostly left them to their own devices. In
1932, the Marquis of Bute, St Kilda’s owner
at that time, brought 107 sheep over from
Soay and released them on to the slopes of
Hirta. They quickly established themselves
and can still be seen wandering through the
buildings, grazing the roofs of cleits and
presenting a head-on hazard if you try to
enter a cleit as they try to leave. Their
numbers fluctuate dramatically over a three
or four year cycle, from well over a thousand to a few hundred. A year with a high
population is followed by a large number of
deaths over the winter, followed by a three
or four year recovery.
Some St Kildans continued to revisit their
homes until the start of the Second World
War in 1939. Soon thereafter, the roofs of
the houses collapsed, the island became a
refuge for fishing boats and whatever could
be taken away, was.

Uist, and its contents forwarded to me by
post. The letters had been placed in a small
tin canister, and despite the fact that they had
become soaked with sea water, they still
retained a delightful aroma of peat smoke
when they reached my hands, reminding me
forcibly of my stay on the island.”

During the Second World War, Hirta was
unoccupied and, with the notable exception of three aeroplane crashes, largely
unvisited. This section of the north Atlantic
was used for navigation training by aircraft
based on the west of Scotland.
Ownership of St Kilda passed to the
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National Trust for Scotland in 1956; a year
later it was declared a National Nature
Reserve. In 1986, it was declared a World
Heritage Site. This designation was extended in 2004 to protect the marine environment around the archipelago. St Kilda,
with its colourful history, its scenic grandeur
and the abundance of seabirds, is well
deserving of this distinction.
In 1957, the Cold War came to St Kilda;
Hirta was judged to be an ideal site for a
radar station to track missiles test-fired
from the island of Benbecula, to the east.
The village street was to be demolished as
part of the military development but fortunately it was decided instead to open a
quarry to get the vast amount of rock
needed to make concrete for the roads,
radar installations and other structures
associated with a military base. Some
ancient cleits found themselves standing in
ironic contrast next to modern radar installations or being used to store military
equipment.
The soldiers learned to live with the local
wildlife, accepting the St Kilda field mice
nibbling their chocolate and the fact that
the Soay sheep had the right of way on the
island roads. The song of the unique St
Kilda wren was the soldiers’ morning wakeup call.
In 1958, work parties from the National
Trust for Scotland began clearing up the
houses and consolidating all the structures
to stop further deterioration. During this
period the church, factor’s house and
schoolhouse were restored. Over the years
six of the 1860s houses were re-roofed for
use as dormitories, a museum, a store and
a communal kitchen and dining area. Work
parties still do maintenance work but more
and more of their time is spent assisting
with archaeological research.
Drystone walls and cleits require a lot of
maintenance; they suffer damage in winter
storms and through simple old age. The St
Kildan style of drystone walling had been
basic and efficient but visiting wallers tended to rebuild the walls in their local styles.
Building patterns normally associated with
the English Lake District or Yorkshire can
now be seen around Village Bay. A drystone waller working on historic sites should
match the repair with the local style; otherwise the importance and impact of these
structures will be diluted.
Since 1997, the army has turned work over
to civilian contractors. They make sure the
radar; the generators and the buildings are
kept in good order. St Kilda is now part of

one of the few live-firing missile ranges in
Europe but these tests are fairly rare nowadays. Only a couple of dozen contractors
now occupy Hirta with visits from seasonal
researchers and conservation workers during the summer. There is also a steady
stream of visitors on cruise boats and
yachts, if the weather is good. Some of the
contractors are native Scottish Gaelic
speakers from the Outer Hebrides. That
language can once more be heard on St
Kilda.
Life was certainly not easy for the islanders
who struggled to make St Kilda their home,
but they appreciated its isolation, rugged
beauty and the wildlife it attracts. These
qualities, along with its history and unique
stonework, make it a simply magnificent
place to visit. Getting there today requires
more than a little time and money, but
those who do so feel it is definitely worth
the effort and expense.
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